Year 1 Spring 1

Our topic question is…

Our driving
subject will be:
Geography.

Our visit will
be:
Walks in the
local area.

Write recounts based on our
experiences.

What unites
our
Kingdom?

Planning and writing our
own stories.

As Geographers we will:

Name, locate and identify
characteristics of the four
countries and capital cities of
the United Kingdom.
Great Britain.

reading:
Maps by Aleksandra
and Daniel

Learn how to use
conjunctions to join two
sentences.
Write questions.

Name and locate the world’s
seven continents and five
oceans.

Identify where Louth is within
OurWe
core texts
willwillbebe…

As Writers we will:

As Mathematicians we will:
Use 2D and 3D shapes to make
our own vehicle pictures and
models.
Recognise and use language
relating to dates including
weeks, months and years.
Use the language of time
including words such as earlier
and later.

As Citizens we will:
Learn about keeping healthy in
different ways.
As Artists we will:
Experiment with a variety of media.
Begin to control the types of marks made.
Use a range of tools.
Record simple media explorations in a sketch
book.

Learn about foods that support
good health.
Learn about the risks of too
much sugar.
Learn about who helps us stay
healthy.

Use tools and equipment safely and correctly.
Experiment in a variety of malleable media.
Change materials in a variety of ways.

Learn about religious traditions.
Learn to identify when it is easy and
difficult to show friendship.
Explore when Jesus may have found it
difficult to show friendship.

As Designers we will:
Shape and model materials for purpose.

As Theologists we will:

As Active Bees
we will:
Learn about balance and have
an awareness of our bodies in
dance.
Learn to copy and repeat a
taught dance sequence.
Participate in team games such
as
Tag Rugby.

Share bible stories.

As Scientists we will:
Observe changes across the 4 seasons.
Identify and name a variety of common
wild and garden plants.

